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I’d like to finish by asking Members to commit some time to
considering a couple of points important to the ongoing functioning
of the NZRMCA – namely support for our regional meetings and the
current discussion around industry association consolidation.
SUPPORT FOR REGIONAL MEETINGS
Along with the Plant Audit Scheme the ability to meet regionally has
been hugely important to the Association’s effectiveness and longevity.
Discussing technical and operational issues of local significance, along
with national matters, creates a strong sense of solidarity. Regional
meetings are an important benefit of NZRMCA membership.
In addition, we are fortunate to enjoy strong support from Associate
Members, which is nowhere more evident than at regional meetings.

Kia ora readymixers,

I encourage Members to attend at least one regional meeting in 2016
(see page 16 for dates and locations). For those of you in the North
Island, what better way to start than with the combined meeting in
Rotorua on 1 March.

Welcome to the latest NZRMCA Newsletter.
As 2016 gets underway it is only natural to wonder what the next 12
months will bring. One of the best ways to attempt to predict future
outcomes is to analyse the recent past, and 2015 was a very positive
year for the wider construction industry.

INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION CONSOLIDATION
One hugely significant issue that will be on regional meeting agendas
this year is industry association consolidation.

Building work in Auckland and Christchurch was at the hub of activity,
and with growing support from the provinces, these centres will most
likely continue to generate the majority of work.

Discussion around merging the principal concrete associations into
a single organisation to generate efficiencies and develop a strong
collective voice has been underway for some time.

Consents issued and work put in-place both sustained upwards
movement during 2015, while ready mixed concrete production
increased by over 10 per cent nationwide for the 12-months to June
2015. In total approximately 3.8 million cubic metres of concrete was
produced - close to historic highs.

A Working Group facilitated by CCANZ CEO Rob Gaimster, and
including NZRMCA representatives Jeff Burgess and Bob Officer, met
several times in 2015.

A glance at major 2016 projects in Auckland suggests the CBD
will effectively be a construction zone, with the City Rail Link and
the International Convention Centre about to get underway. In
Christchurch a recent Canterbury Employers’ Chamber of Commerce
survey as well as a CERA report both indicated that at around only
40% complete the rebuild still has more work to offer in 2016.

An organigram representing the proposed organisation’s structure
has been developed, the principals’ ‘non-negotiables’ defined, and a
timetable to progress discussion towards a final decision drawn-up.
Pages 10-13 of this issue provide context for the consolidation
discussion as well as an update on progress. I urge you to take the
time to read these pages and forward any questions or queries you
may have.

From the NZRMCA perspective 2016 will see Members begin to take
advantage of NZS 3121:2015 Water and Aggregate for Concrete (see
pages 8-9). It is a real feather in the NZRMCA’s cap that this important
Standard was ‘fully revised’ under our leadership.

Better still, attend your next regional meeting and be part of the
discussion. Note that Rob Gaimster will be at the combined North
Island meeting in Rotorua to provide an update.

Another exciting NZRMCA project that should reach completion in
2016 is the transition of the Plant Audit Scheme to an online platform.
Accessed via the internet the electronic system, several years in
development, is a big step forward in terms of future proofing the
Association’s important quality assessment system.

Brian Godfrey
NZRMCA President

Cover image: PCA
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NZRMCA PAS SUPREME AWARD

NZRMCA BEST TRADE STAND

Presented at the Concrete Conference in Rotorua, the 2015 Plant
Audit Scheme Supreme Award went to Allied Concrete’s Nelson plant.
The Award acknowledges consistently high performance over a period
of time. The 2015 winner was selected from a group of plants that had
received multiple Excellence Awards over five years.

For a number of years the NZRMCA has honoured exhibitors at the
combined Concrete Industry Conference who have gone the extra
mile to display their product or services in an engaging manner. This
year Peter Kerr of Syntech – Surface Finishing Specialists took home the
prize for an intriguing and informative display.

Allied Concrete’s Blair Olynsma and NZRMCA
Honorary Life Member Fred Thomas

NZRMCA President Brain Godfrey and Peter Kerr of Syntech

MAURIE HOOPER STEPS DOWN

NEW NORTHLAND CHAIR

A combined Northland / Auckland regional meeting was held at the
Salty Dog Inn at Snells Beach in August. The occasion doubled as a
farewell function for long serving Northland Chair and Council Member
Maurie Hooper. Close to 70 people attended the evening meal which
was supported by Sika, GBC, Holcim, BOSFA, BASF and Peter Fell.

The NZRMCA Council welcomes Craig Nisbet as the new Chair of the
Northland region. Currently with Atlas Concrete, Craig is the Concrete
Manager for both Brynderwyn and Ruakaka depots and Depot Manager
at Ruakaka. Craig is responsible for sales in the Northland area with
particular emphasis on technical and logistics for major clients.

NZRMCA President Brian Godfrey with Maurie and Colleen Hooper

NZRMCA Northland Chair – Craig Nisbet

AUCKLAND REGION
BURNS RUBBER
The Auckland region held its Christmas function at Formula-E (New
Zealand’s fastest indoor karts). The racing was hard fought, but a good
time was had by all. Thanks to Scott Williams and Don McPike for
making arrangements. For the record Scott won (again)!?
Gentlemen, Start Your Engines Batteries
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2015 PLANT AUDIT SCHEME EXCELLENCE AWARDS
At the end of the year there were 178 plants within the Scheme (158 main plants and 20 satellite plants). The plants that received Excellence
Awards are listed below.
The Scheme itself was put through an audit process by Bureau Veritas Certification New Zealand in July 2015.
The audit identified that the Quality Management System is mature, appropriately controlled, with evidence of development and maintenance with
ISO 9001 and client requirements.
ZONE 1

ZONE 2

ZONE 3

ZONE 4

Allied Concrete, Nelson

Allied Concrete, Ohau

Allied Concrete, Whangarei

Allied Concrete, Rotorua

Allied Concrete, Ashburton

Allied Concrete, Wanganui

Allied Concrete, Silverdale

Allied Concrete, Tairua

Allied Concrete, Christchurch

Allied Concrete, Waitara

Allied Concrete, Penrose

Allied Concrete, Taupo

Allied Concrete, Culverden

Allied Concrete, Palmerston North

Allied Concrete, Waipapa

Allied Concrete, Tauranga

Allied Concrete, Renwick

Allied Concrete, Paraparaumu

Allied Concrete, Bombay

Allied Concrete, Papamoa

Allied Concrete, Gore

Allied Concrete, Normanby (Hawera)

AML t/a Holcim Concrete, Avondale

Allied Concrete, Whakatane

Allied Concrete, Washdyke

Byfords Readi-Mix, Taihape

Atlas Concrete, Silverdale

Allied Concrete, Whitianga

Allied Concrete, Alexandra

Firth Industries, Aotea Quay

Atlas Concrete, Takapuna

AML t/a Holcim Concrete,

Allied Concrete, Dunedin

Firth Industries, Paraparaumu

Atlas Concrete, Wiri

Cambridge

Allied Concrete, Wanaka

Firth Industries, Palmerston North

Atlas Concrete, Panmure

AML t/a Holcim Concrete, Horotiu

Allied Concrete, Cromwell

Higgins Concrete, Palmerston North

Atlas Concrete, Kumeu

Bowers Brothers, Hamilton

Allied Concrete, Queenstown

Higgins Concrete, Wellington

Busck Prestressed Concrete,

Bowers Brothers, Morrinsville

Allied FH Concrete, Balclutha

Higgins Concrete, Porirua

Whangarei

Firth Industries, Tokoroa

AML, Christchurch North

McIlwaine Ready Mix, Marton

Firth Industries, Silverdale

Firth Industries, Waihi

Ashburton Contracting, Ashburton

Terry’s Concrete, Te Horo

Formstress, Waiuku

Firth Industries, Rotorua

Firth Industries, Blenheim

Stevensons Concrete, Penrose

Firth Industries, Taupo

Firth Industries, Richmond

Stevensons Concrete, Takanini

Firth Industries, Whitianga

Firth Industries, Ashburton

Stresscrete Northern, Papakura No. 1

Firth Industries, Geraldine

Stresscrete Northern, Papakura No. 2

Firth Industries, Washdyke

Wharehine, Matakana

Wrey’s Bush Concrete Products,
Otautau

NZRMCA CONCRETE BOWL
BEST PRACTICE – UPDATE

PLANT AUDIT SCHEME ONLINE
PLATFORM – UPDATE

The NZRMCA has
developed a best practice
document covering concrete
bowl connection points
and secondary retaining
mechanisms. The decision to
draft the short document was
taken following the detachment
of a concrete bowl from a truck
negotiating a corner at low
speed in Auckland.

Stage 2 – Annual Report of the process to move the paper based Plant
Audit Scheme to an online platform was trialled as part of the recent
Zone 4 audits.

NZRMCA SAFETY ALERT

CONCRETE MIXER BOWL

MAY 2015

CONNECTION BOLTS & SECONDARY RETAINING
MECHANISM BEST PRACTICE

The submission of plant data for plants and physically inspected was
via the online platform, while plant data, audit engineer inspections and
audit reports proceeded using the existing paper based system.

The intention of this document is to assist with the development (or revision) of concrete
truck maintenance plans to include concrete mixer bowl connection points. The document
also covers a secondary retaining mechanism.
All concrete bowls and frames are assumed to have been manufactured using quality materials and recognised
engineering design practices. All fabrication and manufacture is assumed to have been completed by personnel
trained and competent to undertake the work.
Assumptions are also made of ‘normal’ vehicle use on New Zealand roads, and that the secondary retaining
mechanism is for a low speed event, such as a vehicle roll-over while negotiating a round-about, rather than a
high-speed event where crash forces can be beyond practical design limits.

Stage 1 – Technical Frequency Report (TFR) was completed in 2013-14.
It is anticipated that the online platform will be utilised for all aspects of
the Zone 1 audit in early 2016.

Mounting bolts

CONNECTION POINTS
1. All connection bolts of the bowl frame to the truck chassis should be specifically designed by the bowl
manufacturer and their specifications should be referred to for correct bolt size, type and torque setting.
Example:
• Frames manufactured by Technical Welding Services and Gough Engineering utilise 20mm grade
10.9 bolts torqued to 456Nm (wet torque).

Incident investigations identified
failure of the bolts securing
the bowl as the primary
cause of the detachment.
This rare incident also gave rise to discussions around the advantages
/ disadvantages of secondary retaining mechanisms to reduce the
likelihood of bowl detachment during a low speed event.
2. All connection bolts of the bowl drive to the pedestal should be as specified by the manufacturer.
Example:
• Technical Welding Services and Gough Engineering specify grade 10.9 bolts.

These bolts are specific to this application. Their type and torque settings vary based on bolt design. Seek
the manufacturer’s recommendation for torque values.

As such, the document covers the development (or revision) of
concrete truck maintenance plans to include concrete mixer bowl
connection points. A secondary retaining mechanism is also considered.
The final document can be downloaded from the NZRMCA website www.nzrmca.org.nz
4
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HEALTH AND
SAFETY AT
WORK ACT
HALF DAY WORKSHOP FOR
THE CONCRETE INDUSTRY
ARE YOU CONDUCTING A BUSINESS OR
UNDERTAKING IN NEW ZEALAND?
WHAT DO YOU NEED TO KNOW?
WHAT DO YOU NEED TO DO?

• Are you in a management or key decision making position?
If yes, are you an “Officer”?
- Who falls within the definition of “Officer”?
- What duties apply to Officers?

The Health and Safety at Work Act will come into force on 4 April
2016. Are you ready for it?

- What does “due diligence” mean?
• Engagement, Worker Participation and Representation

CCANZ has scheduled a series of workshops on the new Health
and Safety at Work Act in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch
throughout early March 2016. At this workshop you will be
provided with practical and informative advice on:

- What does “Engagement” and “Worker Participation” mean?

• The new health and safety laws and what they mean: this will
include discussing the duties on persons conducting a business
or undertaking, and officers of companies

- What is a work group?
• Volunteers

• The key obligations on employers as a result of the proposed
Worker Participation Regulations

• Enforcement measures and processes

• What to do if there is a serious accident at work

• Where to next?

- Do you need to have a health and safety representative?
- What are health and safety committees?

- When is a volunteer a “volunteer worker”?

• What to do if WorkSafe come knocking on your door

- How to assess your risk

• What you should do next: are your policies and practices up to date?

- What documents should you review
- We will consider a case scenario relevant to your industry

OUTLINE FOR WORKSHOP

Registration fee $325+GST

• Are you conducting a business or undertaking in New Zealand?
If yes, what specific duties apply to you as a “Person Conducting
a Business or Undertaking”?

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
The workshop will be targeted at all sectors in the wider concrete
industry, including placing and finishing, sawing and drilling, ready
mixed concrete production and precast concrete manufacture.

- What are your duties?
- Do you manage and control the workplace?
- How should multiple PCBUs work together?

INTERESTED IN ATTENDING?

- Overlapping duties on a large construction site.

If you would like to attend please contact Angelique Van Schaik
on 04 499 8820 or admin@ccanz.org.nz with your preference of
Auckland, Wellington or Christchurch.

- Duties on the head contractor and subcontractors.

Image: JeffSmithPhotography.co.nz
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CCANZ ANNUAL REPORT

VDAM RULE CONSULTATION

The 2014-15 CCANZ Annual Report was presented at the 2015 Annual
General Meeting held recently at the Concrete Conference in Rotorua.

The Ministry of Transport (MoT) has released a discussion document on
proposed changes to the VDAM Rule.

Reporting against the strategic plan, the document outlines
achievements within - Baseline Activity, Communications, and Projects the latter grouped into the following themes:

The Land Transport Rule: Vehicle Dimensions and Mass 2002 (VDAM
Rule) specifies requirements for dimensions and mass limits for vehicles
operating on New Zealand roads. The Rule also balances the risks that
heavy vehicles present to other road users and their impact on the
road infrastructure, against the need to allow the heavy vehicle fleet to
optimise operations.

• Strategic Initiatives
- Association Consolidation
- Infrastructure
- Multi-Unit Housing Segment
• Business As Usual Initiatives
- Residential Flooring Market
- Commercial Market
- Skills Priorities
- Research Priorities

Proposed changes to the VDAM Rule encourage trucking and bus
companies to import newer, safer, more innovative and environmentally
responsible vehicles, while maintaining safety for all road users.
NZTA and MoT are holding workshops in late January early February.
Submissions on the proposals are open until Wednesday 17 February 2016.

CCANZ 2014-15
ANNUAL REPORT

All the relevant information can be found on the MoT website www.transport.govt.nz/land/vdam

• Assorted Projects
- Review of Communication Tools
- Training Courses & Standards Development
The fulfilment of the CCANZ work programme during 2014-15
took place against a healthy construction backdrop that saw industry
interests advanced in terms of Standards development and the
provision of training in particular.
The NZRMCA continues to recognise the value generated by CCANZ,
and has supported the umbrella association over a number of years.
The 2014-15 CCANZ Annual Report can be downloaded from the
CCANZ website - www.ccanz.org.nz.

CCANZ
CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION
COURSE

The course is comprised of the following 5 modules:
1. Introduction to Concrete
2. Properties of Fresh and Hardened Concrete
3. Reinforcement
4. Formwork
5. Site Practice

CCANZ HAS DEVELOPED A CONCRETE

The popular CCANZ publication The New Zealand Guide to
Concrete Construction is an ideal resource to accompany the
course. It can be downloaded from the CCANZ website –
www.ccanz.org.nz/documents.aspx

CONSTRUCTION COURSE DESIGNED FOR THOSE

The course will be run:

RESPONSIBLE FOR SUPERVISING THE RECEIPT AND

15-16 March 2016
CPIT
CHRISTCHURCH

PLACEMENT OF FRESH CONCRETE ON-SITE.
The aim of the course is to promote quality concrete construction.
Built around NZS 3109 Concrete Construction, the curriculum for
the 2-day classroom based course will meet both industry needs
and the relevant NZQA Standards.

The registration fee is $1,100 +GST.
To register for the course contact CCANZ
on (04) 499 8820 or email admin@ccanz.org.nz.

COURSE COMPLETION CAN CONTRIBUTE
TO YOUR LBP SKILLS MAINTENANCE POINTS

6
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REGIONAL READY MIXED CONCRETE PRODUCTION
SEPTEMBER 2010 TO SEPTEMBER 2015

READY MIXED
CONCRETE
PRODUCTION

12 Months to September 2010
12 Months to September 2011

Across New Zealand ready mixed concrete production
fell approximately 2% for the September quarter in
2014 to that in 2015.

12 Months to September 2012
12 Months to September 2013
12 Months to September 2014
12 Months to September 2015

The percentage increase from the annual total to
September 2014 compared with the annual total to
September 2015 was around 7%.
From a regional perspective, Waikato and BOP along
with Hawkes Bay and Gisborne were the only areas
to experience an increase in production from the
September quarter in 2014 to that in 2015. Unusually,
production across Auckland (and Northland) as well
as Canterbury illustrates a drop when the September
quarter is compared across the two years.

NEW ZEALAND READY MIXED CONCRETE PRODUCTION
SEPTEMBER 2009 TO SEPTEMBER 2015

However, in terms of production output for the annual
total to September 2015 compared with the annual
total to September 2014 the regions collectively
enjoyed an increase of just over 7%.
The metropolitan areas of Wellington and Christchurch
experienced an upwards trend in production from the
September quarter in 2014 to that in 2015 of around 19%
and 4% respectively, while Auckland city was down 3%.
Once again Christchurch enjoyed the largest
percentage increase in production for the annual total
to September 2015 compared with the annual total to
September 2014 at close to 11%, a similar amount to
Wellington, while Auckland came in at 4%.

Jun-15

READY MIXED CONCRETE PRODUCTION
% CHANGE
Sept
2015 Quarter

Sept
2014 Quarter

% Change

Annual Total
to Sept 2015

Annual Total
to Sept 2014

% Change

Auckland & Northland

340,012

357,673

-4.94

1,316,427

1,261,417

4.36

Waikato & BOP

150,795

145,909

3.35

600,500

549,448

9.29

REGIONS

Hawkes Bay & Gisborne

27,324

20,745

31.71

102,355

85,914

19.14

Wellington, Manawatu,
Wanganui & Taranaki

111,981

119,113

-5.99

455,901

431,570

5.64

West Coast, Nelson &
Marlborough

32,439

35,717

-9.18

124,723

123,473

1.01

244,947

246,069

-0.46

958,058

863,701

10.92

Canterbury
Otago & Southland
New Zealand Total

63,595

65,390

-2.75

248,451

231,422

7.36

971,093

990,616

-1.97

3,806,415

3,546,945

7.32

217,054

224,256

-3.21

853,813

821,242

3.97

46,535

39,019

19.26

182,963

165,857

10.31

208,541

201,302

3.60

787,194

711,857

10.58

METROPOLITAN AREAS

Auckland
Wellington
Christchurch

These statistics have been prepared with funding assistance provided by: Firth Industries Ltd and Golden Bay Cement Ltd.
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Sep-15

Mar-15

Dec-14

Jun-14

Sep-14

Mar-14

Dec-13

Jun-13

Sep-13

Mar-13

Dec-12

Jun-12

Sep-12

Mar-12

Dec-11

Jun-11

Sep-11

Mar-11

Dec-10

Jun-10

Sep-10

Mar-10

Sep-09

Dec-09

Although the total ready mixed concrete production
for the previous two quarters is up from March 2015
the four quarter average appears to be levelling.
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REVISED STANDARD FOR WATER AND AGGREGATE FOR CONCRETE
NZS 3121:2015 WATER AND AGGREGATE FOR
CONCRETE HAS RECENTLY BEEN PUBLISHED AND
REPLACES A DATED 30 YEAR OLD STANDARD.

• The chloride content of aggregate is to be tested by the aggregate
producer at a frequency agreed to meet limits set by the concrete
producer. These chloride limits are based on the maximum limits for
concrete in NZS 3109 Concrete Construction and NZS 3101 Concrete
Structures Standard.

During that time much has changed in terms of the natural materials
used to manufacture concrete.

• The use of recycled coarse aggregate with reference to CCANZ
TR 14 Best Practice Guide for the Use of Recycled Aggregates in New
Concrete. Recycled aggregate may contain undesirable constituents
requiring more frequent testing. Recycled aggregate from fresh
concrete of known constituents with known properties is preferable
to the use of recycled demolition concrete. The Standard gives
a list of recycled aggregate reportable properties which may be
requested by the plant engineer.

The Resource Management Act has also placed restrictions around the
manufacture of concrete. Practices of yesteryear, particularly in respect
of dumping highly alkaline waste concrete, carry heavy penalties today.
This has resulted in the routine recycling of wash-water for use as
mix-water. To avoid affecting setting times, the fines content of agitated
wash-water needs to be monitored and restricted to an upper limit
SG of 1.07 by diluting with wash-water.
Close liaison between the ready mixed concrete plant engineer and the
aggregate supplier is implicit throughout the Standard.

Thirty years ago the use of natural rounded river-run aggregate and
sand was common in ready mixed concrete operations. Depleting
natural resources and environmental restrictions mean that crushed
aggregate and sand are used in most concrete plants today.

The Standard covers three new areas:
• The identification of alkali aggregate reactivity with reference to
CCANZ TR 3 Alkali Silica Reaction Minimising the Risk of Damage to
Concrete Guidance Notes and Recommended Practice. If an aggregate
is potentially reactive, the aggregate producer shall declare this
to the concrete producer. The most common source of reactive
aggregates is from the volcanic plateau in the North Island.

Grading tests, monitoring the variability over time of aggregate and sand
remain as compulsory tests.
However, with the greater reliance on quarried aggregates, and the risks
associated with the increased use of marginal aggregates, establishing
and controlling cleanness of sand, particularly clay content, is important.

8
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Image (and cover): PCA
Different aggregates will require different assessment methodologies
and consequently control limits. In addition to mandatory control
testing meeting standard limits, the plant engineer may choose a
minimum number of additional tests with site specific control criteria in
conjunction with the aggregate supplier.
For coarse aggregate, Australian tests for wet and dry strength variation
and weak particles in coarse aggregate have been introduced and
typical compliant values are given.
For quality of fines tests, the extent to which detrimental fine dust or
clay like material may be present in the final sand can be determined by
choosing from the following tests:
• Sand Equivalent
• Clay and Silt Content
• Weighted Clay Index
• Clay Index
• Petro-Graphic Analysis
The ‘full revision’ of NZS 3121 was made possible by the New Zealand
Ready Mixed Concrete Association (NZRMCA), with assistance from
the Aggregate and Quarry Association of New Zealand (AQA) and
Standards New Zealand.
To purchase a copy of NZS 3121:2015 Water and Aggregate for Concrete
visit the Standards NZ website - www.standards.co.nz

9
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AN AGGREGATE OF ASSOCIATIONS OR SIX INTO ONE DOES GO
IF OUR INDUSTRY WANTS TO PROMOTE EXCELLENCE IN ALL THINGS CONCRETE, IN AN EFFICIENT AND COST
EFFECTIVE MANNER THAT REDUCES TRANSACTION COSTS AND PROVIDES BETTER VALUE FOR ALL, PERHAPS IT IS
TIME TO CONSIDER A SINGLE ORGANISATION AS THE BEST WAY FORWARD.
From the matrix it can be seen that all six organisations are involved
in Standards development and advocacy, to a lesser or greater degree.
Five are involved in research, and four in quality related activities. Whilst
four undertake education and training, two (CCANZ and the Concrete
Society) are significantly involved in this area.

There are at least six core organisations that represent specific cement
and concrete sector interests, all of whom fulfil similar roles in the
industry. With people capital and financial capital increasingly limited the
question has to be asked “can we do better?”
Similar questions have been considered globally, with consolidation
amongst concrete related trade associations occurring as a result. Some
stakeholder and industry leaders in New Zealand are also beginning to
question the effectiveness of our network.

It could be argued that both organisations are competing for the same
event registrations from a limited pool of registrants and speakers.
Furthermore, both CCANZ and the Concrete Society offer student
prizes and host award ceremonies.

The main protagonists are the Cement and Concrete Association of
NZ (CCANZ), Precast NZ (PCNZ), the NZ Ready Mixed Concrete
Association (NZRMCA), the NZ Concrete Masonry Association
(NZCMA), the NZ Concrete Society, and the NZ Portland Cement
Association (NZPCA), the latter is now defunct.

History has demonstrated that both CCANZ and the Concrete Society
do not have a clear differentiation of responsibilities regarding the
connection of industry with academia.
CCANZ is heavily involved in the advocacy space. However, PCNZ,
NZRMCA, NZCMA and even the Concrete Society have all been
involved in advocacy issues as and when needed.

Whilst the associations are differentiated in terms of their target
memberships, they have similar names and share a common goal in
ensuring the optimum use of concrete – albeit for a defined sector.

It is clear to see how the roles of these organisations are blurred in
the minds of the wider construction sector and decision makers within
government.

With this number of organisations it is not surprising there is some
duplication of services, as well as key personnel being stretched across
several organisations.

WHAT ARE THE DRIVERS FOR CHANGE?

Furthermore, each association competes for membership, sponsorship,
event registrations, publication sales et al in what is a small market. Is
this sustainable over time?

Merger theory1 applied to the not for profit sector would suggest that
the internal drivers for change include:

The status quo must be challenged, and a long-term sustainable solution
found.

• the desire to provide more or better services to beneficiaries

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EACH
ASSOCIATION?

• preventing duplication of services

It must be pointed out that the current arrangement has served the
industry well over the years so why change?

• raising public profile or boosting income

• the need to increase efficiency through better use of resources
• financial difficulties
• loss of key staff or trustees such as a chief executive

To understand this, the key differences and similarities between the
associations should be examined.

• ‘survival’ and ‘rescue’ – an organisation in jeopardy merges with
another with similar objectives so that its services continue.

Table 1 identifies the activities of each organisation, together with an
indication of the resources allocated to each activity.

CCANZ

Some of these drivers are applicable to the cement and concrete
industry at this time.

Concrete Society

NZPCA

NZCMA

NZRMCA

PCNZ

Standards Development
Education & Training
Publications
Awards
Advocacy
Research
Networking
Addressing Technical Issues
Technical Helpline
Library Services
Quality Related Issues
Promotion
RESOURCE ALLOCATION:

= Key activity

= Important activity

= Some resourcing provided

Table 1. Activity/Weighting Matrix
10

= Not resourced to any great extent by association
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Question 7 asked whether the industry could be effectively and
efficiently served through a single association. Again, seventy percent of
respondents felt it could. (See Figure 2).

Merger theory also suggests these external drivers for change:
• pressure from funders to reduce duplication
• government encouragement

2.9%

COULD THE CEMENT AND CONCRETE
INDUSTRY BE MORE EFFECTIVELY AND
EFFICIENTLY SERVED THROUGH A
SINGLE ASSOCIATION?

• competition with similar organisations
• stakeholder opinion

11.6%
26.8%

• public perception of an overcrowded sector

Strongly agree

14.9%

• changing needs of end users.

Agree
Neither agree nor disagree

All of these apply to the cement and concrete industry at this time.

Disagree

43.8%

There is also duplication of many administrative functions. Each
organisation has its own governance policies, is subject to an annual
audit and maintains a membership database. Transaction costs are
higher than they need to be. Furthermore, each has a website and
communicates to its membership through a regular newsletter.

Strongly disagree

Figure 2. Question 7. Could the cement and concrete industry be more
effectively and efficiently served through a single association?

So while the system is not broken it could be more efficient and
the efficiencies generated could be used to further support the
membership of all these associations.

Question 8 enquired in what ways the cement and concrete industry
would be better served through a single association. Centralising
technical and administrative expertise and delivering a unified and
strong voice were seen as important areas. (See Figure 3).

ARE WE ALONE IN THIS ISSUE?

IN WHAT WAYS WOULD THE CEMENT AND CONCRETE INDUSTRY BE BETTER
SERVED THROUGH A SINGLE ASSOCIATION?

Interestingly, the timber industry has similar issues, and recently
consolidated several bodies into the Wood Processors and
Manufactures Association (WPMA). Furthermore, Roading NZ
has recently merged with the Contractors Federation to form Civil
Contractors NZ.
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Question 9 asked how important it was under a single association that
cement and concrete industry sectors retain their identity. Over seventy
percent felt it was either important or very important. (See Figure 4).

WHAT DOES THE INDUSTRY THINK?
The membership of CCANZ and the Concrete Society were surveyed
in July 2014. The sample of 300 also cut through membership of the
NZRMCA, the NZCMA and PCNZ. They were asked ten questions,
with 1 to 5 being of a general nature.
Question 6 asked whether six associations are too many. Seventy
percent of respondents felt it is. (See Figure 1).

UNDER A SINGLE ASSOCIATION HOW
IMPORTANT IS IT THAT CEMENT AND
CONCRETE INDUSTRY SECTORS RETAIN
THEIR IDENTITY?

11.7%
35.5%

16.5%
3.9%

vo

Figure 3. Question 8. In what ways would the cement and concrete industry
be better served through a single association?

ns

Clearly the regulator would prefer to speak to one sector association
rather than have the same conversation with multiple organisations.

lit

With well over one hundred trade associations representing
New Zealand’s relatively small construction market, the Ministry of
Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) faces a dilemma.

Re

y

d

0%

Very important

1.8%

ARE SIX ASSOCIATIONS TOO MANY?

Moderately important
36.3%

Slightly important
Not important

13.8%

28.3%

Strongly agree
Agree

Figure 4. Question 9. Under a single association how important is it that
cement and concrete industry sectors retain their identity?

Neither agree nor disagree
52.2%

Disagree

Question 10 asked how cement and concrete industry sectors could
retain their identity under a single association. The two most significant
choices were sub-sector committees and sector representatives on a
Board of the single organisation. (See Figure 5).

Strongly disagree

Figure 1. Question 6. Are six associations too many?
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GAPS IN OUR THINKING

HOW COULD CEMENT AND CONCRETE INDUSTRY SECTORS
RETAIN THEIR IDENTITY UNDER A SINGLE ASSOCIATION?

There are clearly some barriers to the introduction of a new model.
There are complexities around fee structure and membership base,
which will have to be overcome. Some organisations have a corporate
membership structure, some an individual, structure, or both.

50%
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20%

The independence of the Concrete Society as a technical society
is seen by some as a non-negotiable item. Whilst the authors are
cognisant of this it could be questioned why this is so important.
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Notwithstanding this, there are models of organisations within
organisations that are seen as independent. In a group structure,
a parent organisation governs a group of subsidiary organisations
which retain their own legal identities. The relationship may continue
indefinitely or may be an interim stage prior to full merger.
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Figure 5. Question 10. How could cement and concrete industry sectors
retain their identity under a single association?
Over a hundred specific comments were recorded. Over sixty percent
were positive in terms of industry association integration.

Alternately there are current working models where a group of
organisations which retain their own legal identity are members (or share
holders) of a single association which represents the group’s interest.

Whilst the authors acknowledge that this was a somewhat simplistic
exercise, the following conclusions are tentatively drawn:

Some associations who are supportive of single association, at least in
principle, feel there should be change in name to herald a new dawn.

• there are too many associations representing the cement and
concrete industry

A NEW PARADIGM?
A potential new model is shown in Figure 6. In essence, each sector
retains its identity through sector groups. Each sector would have
Board representation.

• most respondents were in favour of a single association
• most respondents felt it important to retain the identity of sector
groups, through sub-sector committees and Board representation

The Concrete Society would retain its identity and become the
professional wing of the organisation, responsible for education, training,
seminars and conference.

• some respondents were concerned about losing the independence
of the Concrete Society.

The work of the sector groups and the Concrete Society would receive
administrative support from the new entity’s national office.

TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE FUNDING MODEL
One reason often cited for non-profit mergers is a dependency on
a limited number of funding streams, which increases vulnerability to
environmental changes.

SECURING THE FUTURE
— ONE ORGANISATION, ONE VOICE

Any organisation, such as CCANZ, that relies on one predominant
source of funding (in this case the former NZ Portland Cement
Association) is exposed. This situation is related to the dynamics of
New Zealand’s cement sector, which has changed considerably since
CCANZ was established in 1988.

If the industry wants to promote excellence in all things concrete, in an
efficient and cost effective manner that reduces transaction costs and
provides better value for all, the way forward appears to be a single
association.

While an internal study into the value of CCANZ determined that
for every $1M invested in the Association, $24M of industry value is
generated, CCANZ remains susceptible under current circumstances.

Such an association would have one consistent voice driving advocacy,
education, training, information exchange, research and quality
assurance, whilst serving engineers, architects and anyone with an
interest in concrete.

The new Standards model under MBIE is unlikely to have the capability
to maintain and update the 650 or so construction related Standards.
MBIE will doubtless be receptive to initiatives that assist in this regard.

At the same time, the interests of individual sectors (ready mixed,
precast, masonry et al) could be effectively served by groups. Individual
sectors would retain their identity and have a Board seat.

It is the cement and concrete industry’s intention therefore to establish
a concrete-focused Standards Development Function to maintain and
develop the current suite of cement and concrete related Standards.

In the model proposed, the Concrete Society would be retained as the
professional wing of the new association and would have responsibility
for matters of training, education and research.

OVERSEAS EXPERIENCE

CONCLUSION

In South Africa the Concrete Society is pursuing a merger with the
Concrete Institute. Writing in the September 2013 edition of the South
African publication SAICE , Concrete Society chief executive, John
Sheath posits:

There are too many associations serving New Zealand’s construction
industry. Each association competes for membership, sponsorship,
event registrations, publication sales et al in what is a small market. Is this
sustainable over time and does this provide the sectors they serve with
the best level of support and services?

“If we really want to promote excellence in concrete in a meaningful
and effective way, then it has to be driven through a single organisation,
with one congruent voice driving the promotion, training, innovation,
research and quality of concrete, whether it be site-mixed, precast or
readymix.”2

The case for consolidation of the cement and concrete related
industry associations is compelling. If the survey recently conducted is
representative of the cement and concrete industry’s stakeholders there
is considerable support for consolidation.
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Whilst this proposal will be a surprise to some, there are a number of
organisations that do similar roles in the industry, and resources (human
and financial capital) are limited, so can we do better?

2.	Sheath, John. (September 2013). Concrete organisations need a
‘consolidution’. Civil Engineering, 21(8), 5-6.
This article was based on the 2014 NZ Concrete Conference paper of the same
name, written by Rob Gaimster (CCANZ), Bob Officer (NZRMCA) and Carl Ashby
(NZCS). The paper won the Sandy Cormack Award for best conference paper.

Concrete related industry associations must seize the opportunity and
work collaboratively to define a long-term and sustainable solution.
1.	Wilder Research (March 2011). What do we know about non-profit mergers?
Retrieved from http://www.mapfornonprofits.org/wp-content/uploads/2013
/10/What-do-we-know-about-nonprofit-mergers.pdf
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Figure 7. Concrete NZ: Framework for Consolidation [A Living Document]
At its November 2015 meeting the Working Group developed this framework to progress consolidation. It must be noted however, that it is a ‘living document’ subject to change.
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INTERNATIONAL STORY – USA

North American concrete producers now have access to a technology that repurposes waste carbon dioxide to provide concrete with
more environmentally-friendly characteristics and improved material properties such as increased compressive strength.

USING CARBON DIOXIDE TO PRODUCE BETTER
READY MIXED CONCRETE
INJECTING WASTE CARBON DIOXIDE INTO
CONCRETE

THE ADDITION OF WASTE CO2 TO CONCRETE
OFFERS GREEN BENEFITS AND MATERIAL
PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENTS

Working with leading concrete producers, the CarbonCure Ready
Mix Concrete Technology is being installed in several concrete plants
across Canada and the U.S. The technology is based on the concept of
delivering carbon dioxide to ready mixed concrete during production.
A tank of liquid CO2 is connected to a gas control system and manifold.
The CO2 is then injected into the mixing drum whereupon it reacts
with the hydrating cement to produce a calcium carbonate product
similar to limestone. Since the CO2 is converted into a solid, the CO2
sequestration is permanent.

Kevin Cail, Sean Monkman and Jennifer Wagner
Carbon dioxide emissions are recognized as a significant issue relating
to cement production and the use of concrete as a building material.
The industry has previously recognized a number of approaches to
reduce cement emissions (IEA 20091), however, further innovative
approaches are being investigated that can be a part of a portfolio
strategy to achieve deeper reductions.
One potential method is to recycle captured carbon dioxide into
concrete products. The method involves collecting carbon dioxide
(CO2), a by-product from industrial operations, and injecting it into
fresh concrete where it becomes chemically sequestered within the
concrete. After the CO2 is purified and compressed, it is transported
to ready mixed concrete production facilities where it is incorporated
into concrete during mixing. The result is that the CO2 is permanently
embedded within the concrete, thereby becoming “sequestered” within
the concrete as a mineral. The benefits of incorporating carbon dioxide
into concrete are two-fold: (1) the CO2 is chemically captured thereby
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and (2) the addition of CO2 can
improve the concrete’s material properties such as compressive strength.

INCORPORATING CARBON DIOXIDE INTO
CONCRETE PROVIDES GREEN AND MATERIAL
BENEFITS
There are two primary benefits of incorporating waste carbon dioxide
into concrete. In addition to the environmental impact of sequestering
a greenhouse gas into concrete, the addition of CO2 can improve
the concrete’s compressive strength. The environmental benefit of
sequestering CO2 into concrete is realized due to the fact that once
CO2 is sequestered within concrete, it is removed from the air and
does not contribute to the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. The best way to understand the potential environmental
impact this technology could have is to look at the CO2 reductions that
could be realized from a project using concrete made with sequestered
CO2. A project that uses 50,000 yd3 of concrete could have potentially
significant reductions in the concrete’s carbon footprint. Incorporating
CO2 into concrete for a project of this size would reduce CO2
emissions by 556 tonnes of CO2. This CO2 reduction is equivalent to
the amount of CO2 that 25,000 trees or 460 acres of forest will absorb
in a year (U.S. EPA 20152).

CarbonCure™ Technologies (CarbonCure™) offers a technology to
the concrete industry that allows for the sequestration of CO2. After
successfully launching the technology in the masonry industry, the
company is now applying its technology to ready mixed concrete. The
CarbonCure™ Ready Mixed Concrete Technology (CarbonCure™
RMT) is now available across North America to ready mixed concrete
producers that are looking to appeal to the green market while improving
material properties such as compressive strength. The company is now
working with leading concrete producers across Canada and the U.S. to
install its carbon sequestration technology in their plants.

Incorporating CO2 into concrete can also improve the material
properties of concrete. Figures 1 and 2 show the average compressive
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KEY DATES
NZRMCA REGIONAL MEETINGS (check local notices for confirmed dates and precise times)
MEETING

DATE

VENUE

Northland

Tuesday, 1 March 2016
Thursday, 2 June 2016
Thursday, 25 August 2016
Thursday, 1-2 December 2016

Joint North Island Meeting, Rotorua
Mangawhai
Whangarei
Far North (plus fishing)

Auckland

Tuesday, 1 March 2016
Thursday, 12 May 2016
Thursday, 11 August 2016
Thursday, 10 November 2016

Joint North Island Meeting, Rotorua
To be Confirmed
To be Confirmed
To be Confirmed

Central North Island

Tuesday, 1 March 2016
Wednesday, 18 May 2016
Wednesday, 17 August 2016
Wednesday, 23 November 2016

Joint North Island Meeting, Rotorua
Hamilton
Rotorua
To be Confirmed

Lower North Island

Tuesday, 1 March 2016
Tuesday, 17 May 2016
Tuesday, 16 August 2016
Tuesday, 15 November 2016

Joint North Island Meeting, Rotorua
Palmerston North
New Plymouth
Palmerston North

South Island

Tuesday, 12 April 2016
Tuesday, 19 July 2016
Tuesday, 22 November 2016

Southern Meeting, Queenstown
Christchurch
Northern Meeting, Nelson

NZRMCA NATIONAL COUNCIL MEETINGS
MEETING

DATE

TIME

VENUE

Council

Tuesday, 1 March 2016

10.30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Rotorua

Council

Wednesday, 11 May 2016

9.30 a.m. to 3.00 p.m.

Wellington

Council

Wednesday, 10 August 2016

9.30 a.m. to 3.00 p.m.

Wellington

AGM

Thursday, 6 October 2016

3.30 p.m. to 5.00 p.m.

Auckland

Council

Wednesday, 9 November 2016

9.30 a.m. to 3.00 p.m.

Wellington

FUN (CONCRETE) FACT
100 METRE LONG CONCRETE POEM GRADUALLY ERODING
On the Wellington foreshore there is an outstanding work of art - a
poem that at 100 metres long is perhaps New Zealand’s largest artistic
installation.
Ruamoko Crescent written by David Eggleton was created in 1994 by
Stewart Griffiths as one of two art installations for the Museum of
New Zealand’s first biennial review of contemporary art, Art Now.
Made of concrete and inscribed with vinyl letters, the poem about
earthquakes stretches along the Kaiwharawhara reclamation, close to
the Interislander ferry terminal and the GBC and Holcim cement silos.
Despite its impressive size, the artwork has suffered neglect over
the past 21 years at its barren and isolated location, and is at points
crumbling into the sea.
Wellington poet John Boyd has launched the “Save Wellington’s
100-metre Poem” campaign and hopes publicity will boost plans for its
restoration and relocation to somewhere publicly accessible.
“This must be New Zealand’s largest artwork yet it is hidden and
literally falling into disrepair,” says Boyd. “Get out there on a sunny
weekend day and get some pics of New Zealand’s largest artwork
before the indifference of officialdom sees it slide beyond view.”

Reference: Mussen, Deidre. (March 3 2015). The Dominion Post. Campaign aims to
save ‘New Zealand’s largest artwork’ from sea erosion.
www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/capital-life/capital-day/66867603/
Campaign-aims-to-save-New-Zealands-largest-artwork-from-sea-erosion
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